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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the rise of social media and online communication, face-to-face interaction
retains its prominence in human life. Being face to face with others is “the most human
thing that we do” (Turkle, 2015, p. 3), it is richly organized (Goodwin, 1979), and
essential to sustaining social relationships (Nardi & Whittaker, 2002). As Boden memor-
ably put it, face-to-face interaction is “the world as it happens” (Boden, 1990).

When people meet, we find varied technologies at play, spanning, connecting,
and sometimes interrupting those face-to-face interactions. Yet with the growing
sophistication of networked apps and services in recent years, the role of these face-
to-face interactions in human–computer interaction (HCI) research has diminished
somewhat. Supporting distance (Olson & Olson, 2000) with new kinds of distributed
collaborative systems has become central. Studies and analyses of social media and
social networking (Golbeck, 2013), crowdwork (Kittur et al., 2013), and collaborative
editing (Panciera, Halfaker, & Terveen, 2009) have risen in prominence. What role
then is left for studying and designing for collocated interaction? Should collocated
interaction be considered a matter for the past, important for a time where there were
clearly delineated workplace technologies and neat time-place taxonomies, but unfit
for contemporary blendings of work, leisure, and mobility?
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We would argue that this is not the case. Our goal for this special issue has been
to rekindle research into collocated interaction, to argue for its continued importance
for HCI. Back in 1991, Ellis, Gibbs and Rein (1991) characterized this area as “same
time/same place” technology use. However, the work in this special issue and our
own experiences suggest a more complex picture: our research in diverse areas such
as disaster response (Fischer et al., 2015), systems to support collocated display and
wearable sharing (Lucero, Clawson, Fischer, & Robinson, 2016; Lucero, Jones, Jokela,
& Robinson, 2013), conversation around mobile phones (Brown, McGregor, &
Laurier, 2013), copresent discussions around social media as it is consumed and
produced (Reeves & Brown, 2016), and working with Internet of Things data in the
home (Fischer, Crabtree, Colley, Rodden, & Costanza, 2017; Fischer et al., 2016a)
makes it clear that technology use in our contemporary copresent milieu significantly
complicates this notion of “same time, same place”. People wear and carry more
devices than ever, creating fragmented “device ecologies” (Bardram & Bossen, 2005)
that blend the copresent with those distant, a form of “perpetual contact” (Katz &
Aakhus, 2002) or “dwelling” (O’Hara, Massimi, Harper, Rubens, & Morris, 2014),
generating new ways of socializing with each other, such as “channel blending”
(Isaacs, Szymanski, Yamauchi, Glasnapp, & Iwamoto, 2012), or the “threading” of
technology with everyday interactions (Brown et al., 2013).

Research on collocated interaction broadly falls into two areas: systems design for

collocated interaction, such as developments in single display groupware (Stewart, Beder-
son, & Druin, 1999); and studies of collocated interaction, originating in studies of work
technology in “centres of coordination” (Suchman, 1997) such as control rooms.

Overall, this special issue brings together research that is concerned with
rethinking methodologies, the conduct of studies, and new designs—together it
shapes a new research agenda that goes beyond “same time, same place”, offering
new ways of thinking about the copresent in HCI research.

2. ARTICLES IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE

We now summarize the articles in this special edition. Each brings together
these issues in distinctive ways, spanning both design and studies of copresent
interaction.

Using “slideware” and its use in design meetings, Chattopadhyay, Salvadori,
O’Hara, and Rintel set up a naturalistic experiment. They investigated the local
distribution of novel presentation controls and slide review amongst copresent
members of a meeting (e.g., the slideware offers the ability for non-presenters to
skip back slides or privately review slides on their own device). Chattopadhyay et al.
explored how such slideware systems impact (and are impacted by) the organization
of conversation and bodily action. They discuss various ways in which this technology
offers opportunities for copresent meeting attendees, such as in seeking clarification
or locating a slide to jointly discuss in a future moment while the presenter continues.
This paper offers a clear example of how collocated systems design may be evaluated
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in terms of its pragmatic affordances, and the ways that such systems come to be
interwoven with talk and bodily actions that animate the effect of particular design
choices.

Ciolfi and McLoughlin present an observational study of a heritage site that has been
augmented with various interconnected place-specific interactive components. The paper
uses an existing Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) design framework for
crafting “assemblies” of digital technologies to enhance/support cultural spaces, and in
doing so revisits and extends the Assembly framework (Fraser et al., 2003). In locating this
paper within the special issue, Ciolfi andMcLoughlin highlight the relevance of a significant
extant body of work in CSCW and HCI that has been concerned deeply with collocated
interactions in cultural and heritage spaces.

Luff, Heath, Patel, vom Lehn, and Highfield start their article by revisiting some
seminal CSCW research on collocated interaction, reviewing but also reconsidering
concepts and understandings of centers of collaboration (e.g., control rooms). The
authors present an ethnography of a centralized London city control center, a complex
and large control room that brings together different city management functions.
Rather than addressing notions of the “smart city”, the authors instead document how
a rather mundane artifact—a shared digital incident log—was used in the infrequent
collaborations that the control room environment enabled. This piece updates our
understandings of contemporary control rooms, recontextualizing key foundational
work that helped HCI develop many of the core concepts that now loom large in
understanding copresent interaction.

Crowell, Mora Guiard, and Pares document how systems can support those with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), specifically in full-body interaction games where
children with ASD can practice key social skills with their peers. Through a review of
three large-display based games, the authors discuss how the representation of the users
themselves affects ASD children’s engagement in the game itself. Different visualizations of
the self produce very different outcomes for ASD users who prove to be particularly
sensitive to how they are represented or “mirrored” in the game. Drawing specific and well-
grounded findings for the future design of these systems, the strength of this paper is in how
it locates a pertinent feature of copresent interactionwhile drawing on research in non-digital
settings to help us understand the new outcomes we see here.

Combining collocation and an emerging research topic, Hosio, Goncalves, van
Berkel, Klakegg, Konomi, and Kostakos explore facilitating collocated crowdsour-
cing. Situated crowdsourcing extends the traditional idea of distributing online work
as small repetitive tasks by applying it to a collocated situation. Consisting of a
circular table, three touch display terminals, and a crowdsourcing platform, Team-
Sourcer allows multiple workers to perform distributed tasks in a face-to-face setting.
In a study where solo versus collocated work were compared, differences in perfor-
mance, collaboration strategies, and the effect of team familiarity were found. In
being the first to focus solely on collocated crowdsourcing in teams, the authors
highlight a variety of new research opportunities.

In examining the work of hearing aid tuning between a patient and an audio-
logical consultant, Dahl and Hanssen examine how collocated interactions between
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patient and practitioner involve negotiating a shared sense of “what is being heard”
(or not heard). Dahl and Hanssen contrast this existing setting with the results of a
technological intervention (an interactive tabletop to support tuning work). They
demonstrate the ways in which design to support collocated interaction can improve
tuning outcomes. Dahl and Hanssen’s paper contributes a novel slant on the topic of
collocated interaction by considering aural matters specifically, combined with a user-
centered design process.

Derived from several years of research on collocated settings, Martinez-Maldonado,
Kay, Shum, and Yacef explore the challenges associated with mining data derived from
studying technology use in (variously) shared displays, interactive tabletops, connected
device ecologies (e.g., tabletops, projections, laptops), and specialist simulator devices.
This kind of data—clickstreams, system logs, audiovisual recordings, time-on-task, etc.—
presents various challenges for analytic tools, which Martinez-Maldonado et al. convert
into a salient set of principles and dilemmas for future tool designers. The paper offers a
unique contribution to this special issue in that it tackles some of the practical problems
particular to studying collocated interactions, and in doing so it further illuminates the
nature of collocated interaction itself.

Licoppe and Figeac present findings from the video analysis of temporal
organization of gaze switches between mobile phone use and the environment in
transport situations (driving and commuting). The study provides an understanding
of how users jointly manage mobile device use with seemingly competing activities
such as driving. Users achieve this by displaying sensitive forms of “attunement to
the potential sequential implicativeness of events occurring on screen or in the
mobility environment” (Licoppe and Figeac, p. 1). This attunement, the authors
show, enables users to gracefully integrate mobile device use and driving. In turn,
the authors reflect on the “texture” of user interfaces as offering opportunities for
gaze switching, and how this might be exploited to influence the “sequential proper-
ties” to facilitate use in multi-activity settings.

Finally, the guest editors hope that this special issue provides impetus to
conduct research and design in full view of the range of issues at play in collocated
interaction, and refocuses and restates collocated interaction as a major topic of
interest for HCI and CSCW.

BACKGROUND

This special issue arose from a series of workshops and is thus indebted to the participants and the
community they helped create, including most recently at CSCW (Fischer et al., 2016b).
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